
Book Jewelry (Bookmark Project)
Wire Jewelry Making Pattern #138

More Jewelry Making Patterns at
http://wire-sculpture.com/patterns/

Supplies Needed
* 15 inches 16 gauge dead soft copper wire 
* 2 inches 18 gauge half round half hard copper wire
* 2 1/2 inches 20 gauge round dead soft copper wire
* Assorted beads with holes large enough for 20 gauge wire

Tools Needed
* Bail making pliers 
* Round nose pliers 
* Chain nose pliers 
* Flat nose pliers 
* Chasing hammer 
* Wire cutters for various gauge wire

Step 1



Bend the 15 inch 16 gauge wireapproximately at the 7 inch mark into a "U"shape using the widest
part of the roundnose pliers.

Step 2

Make a closed loop at each end of the"U"shape using the tip of the round nosepliers

Step 3



Grab one end 1&#8722;1/2 to 2 inches from one ofthe closed loop ends and curve over one ofthe
barrels of the bail making pliers. Do thesame with the other end, using the otherbarrel. The idea is to
create different curvesand swirls with each end.

Step 4

Use the round nose pliers to create differenteffects. See the finished product for ideas.

Step 5



Hammer forms flat by pounding both sides.This increases strength and creates apattern.

Step 6

Secure the 16 gauge wires together bywrapping 2 inches of the 18 gauge halfround wire around
both 16 gauge wires justunder the curves created with the bailmaking pliers. Wrap 4 to 8 times. Snip
endsand flatten with chain or flat nose pliers.

Step 7



Using a wrapped loop, attach one end ofthe 2 1/2 inch 20 gauge wire to one of theclosed loops from
step 2.

Step 8

Slide several small or 1 large bead onto thewire. Spiral the end of the wire tight to thebeads.

Step 9



The finished product.
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